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-for synthestzing RC Actif've Fil tars using transistors as the active -
·:, ...... 
\ 
·.-_-:;,·::~ ,. - . 
element. After deriving a procedure for realizing any second order 
function, a transfer func,tion with a high pass Butterworth characteristic 
,-.,,/''1 s designed and con~ tructed. The response of this filter 1·s compared 
..... 
, . C. . ~ . /;;I •• ., , . • - . . • . ' /', 
wi
1
th, one constructed accord.i~g to the Sa11·en ~nd Key vacuum-tube 
-., 
> 
design p~ocedure and with another whic~h follows . the Linvill and Horowitz 
~\ 
design mei'thods. A. (- --~-
The sensi tivfty of the -high pass 'ti1ter· is calculated and a· 
..... . 'l..._ 
- .. ' .... -· 
... , .. -.,.._ .... , .. , __ ,,,- _~_.-:....,·::---~---""'""'"""-······" -·- .... ·-
method for minimizi~g it is obtained. The sensitivity is compared to 
that of the Linvill -filter.w~~ch uses a negative-impedance converter. 
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Al though the tests· to prov.e a function· is positive-real are often 
t long· and numerically involved, the attribution of this property to a 
. 1 
-.:£.., function is ·very desirable. It--has been proved . that, if a posi_tiv~-real - .. ·-····-· .-... -- .. . . . ..., 
'-..-
, 
(~p-r) function is co.nsidered as a driving-point impedance, thi.s function • g 
.• 
can always be synthesized us1ng passive elements only. Various synthesis I 
·~-
techniques for known positive-real functions_~re.described: in the 
above ref er-ehce. 
Al though positive-reality is a powerful tool for use in n-etwork 
synthesis, it does not solve all the problems. The most general, · 
1,1, l ··I. _l v 
""" ... ,.,,_ .. .; .. ,_ ........ ~··· 
J.· 
'· · · ·rea1·1za.tion of a. pas sf ve networ~ at best involves only RLC components . 'it· .. •, ,JP. \ 
(no transf armers)~ However, . if the problem under consideration invol ve_s 
. a lQw-frequenc1 ... -~-~:g.£~,b·i~,.~-h,~~~1.t\9tUC .. t&ne.e. .... .valrui.&1- .. o.:t>-tained .. by- .. noi~mal .·. · .. ,.. ---- ----"; .~· · ,. "····'·~ •-,'...:,,.1,.;.;;..:.,...,;.........~~~~~-;...~~~--· ,,;:T_,•;~,~.!:.. ..... ....,;_ •. _~.:::-..::...-;.;.~.::.:.--..:..;.::-.;-;:.:;_ .... ~--~·--~··-·-·.---:--••' f_,, ,··-.,'4 T 
synthesis are ratner larg~. Unfortunately, to realize these inductances : . _ --····. · . . ·., .• :,·•·---'-:-·::.•:":," •;;· ·,: ... • ,.. , . • :.... ~ .-, .: , ·t. .• ,.;.; .·: ... , , . :. ·; .•.. •:· _, -~·- . ,,-:.~ .• · _,, :•c:·•, 7_-,:-·.-;;·.::,. :!.;.'.~ · -.-,---.~-, •. -; . : .. · ·· ;;.,:.·:: .. ;;cc, .::.:;:- ~ ..• ;:,··:-:·:·:.: .. , ._. .. - .. ; ,·;;;_-.-.,,··: ·,:~c::':.c:-.;;:-c;;-:.... ~7co;•~:,~-,.,••,:;:;;:-·;.~."'."~:~;, .. _.-- .. ,r .··:·;( ~<""':":.~---:7'·:-'-::-:-J:~~~--:,.·>:~ ,. 'lf:_• .:., FF• ,~A?·.&._,~.·-~~~~-~~~~·,-,-;r:J>" ··,-._>, ·•.:,· .. •- ,.,.. ·.·;·. ·· .-.,.·::·:.;; ·.~ .... -
. -~ with low losses means having inductors of la~g/e p,hysical dimensions 
and weight, not to mention high cost. 
A more desirable realization would be one involving only resistors 
and . capacitors. It is. well known, however-. t~ t ~n· impedance fJction 
..,/ J 
which can be.realized by only RC components is a special type of 
. ' 
function! The poles and 'ieroes of such a function must lie on th~ 
.~ .() 
.. 
... ~ ..... _,_ .. : . .. : .... -, ... ::.;.,,"..;,.," .... ~-·:·:,:··-·::·~---.· .. '".... ... . .... - . 
······· .... : ...... --·····ne-gatlvtr·r·ea.1· a.ifs·{·or the c0Dlp1e~ frequency plane) only,· and must 
.• 
·~-.1"'1, , .... , .......... , .. ,. ........ , . .,.,_.,.,_ .. ,., .. , .. , :::~_. J.·.... ·•··· " .. ..· •.. , •... , ,,, ..••••• ,.,,.,.,.,,.·.,,. •. :,. ........ ~, ... ···=· ...... ,...... .... 
-
. ~ 
. 0 i 
,.~. . 
.,, ....... ,,.,·., ....•. ·.,,_,..,y:,-..r.c,,,..,,, •.•. '~_·· .. "" -- •.. ·"' .. 




have a specific orientation. This class of functions is very limited 
of course, therefore, other methods of realizi~g th~ t~tality of 
p-r f_unctions using oni~ RC .. components was sougp.t. . 1a 
-
. An ,.impo~tant advance'·· came· with . the~d~s-covery .. tha.t any·_ polynomial 
-
.-, 
· can be separated into t~,:t,."~iffe.ren'ee· of two polynomials, 8$.Ch of which 
.... ,.... . . 





· .. 'P(s)· = ·.Q(s) - KR(s) 
... '\ .. 
' • <'! •. 
. . 
























-- ·------'----- ~ 
· :;: , , ~ - Actually, Q.( s~ R(s)Tre · of the special f ol'DI of polynomial which "'·· ~ J 
r. ~ 
' 
-- · -.. :--_-_ ___ : __ _ -_, ____________ ·_. c~n b~ realized __ b-y--RC petworks. This now introducea the possi~i.lit,:_ .. ___ ·--'~~-,-_··_________ f.: 
'i,' 
. 
..• ,; .. , 
\ 
of using an active elem~nt to realize the -K term. 
. 
~-- - ··-· 
·· _.;_-.:: ...•.. ,.'., .. , ......... :, ..•... ,. .. ,. -· i; ···· - It ·was· pointed" out ·by H·orowi tz2 ·. that t·he pr·ocetfs . of ,,~~alizi'tlon ·· 
,t'. 
•• • . . '··-, ...... -,~.: -f.( ·• ' ' • i .;_,. ~, ... •.•°!' • 
. -- "; .. - " ,, '·•" -.' .. , 
by RC abtive networks is one of addition and:. subtraction of 
_,,, · . 
. .. 
:polynomials. This led to· two classifications ·of the RC active network 
synthesis process. The first uses polynomial addition.techniques and 
. . 
involve~ an amp.li£ier with a selective feedback loop, and the second 
! . 
, ; ...... 
., uses subtraction by means of various farms of nega.tive-impedanc.e 
-
.-· ....... .--. ~ 
' converters. 3 (Linvill!j.' presented this synthesis I process ·originally· 
':, 
and Horowitz5 modified it to give optimum pole locations.) Although 
the above classification is not totally accurate, it is sufficient. 
. .. . .. . . .... ' .. , • . .... " ... . .. " . .. • .... .. .. . . . " . . _., .... " ._ . . . ... .. . . " ........ r-·"···'· .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. "v'· .. . •. 




2 + ds. + 1 -! 
... 
I ' 
· This follows because polynomials of higher degree can _be separated 
.. ,. .,... ... 
into a product of first ·and se·cond · order functi-ons. _The--.first orde'r · 
func~ions are realizable with passive elements, therefore it is 
necessary to realize only the .. complex roots of the above equa·tion 
·.·. ~•r\· ...... . . .... . ·/ -
t. 
• .., . 
" ,, ,j ' a>h'' ;, -, ~-, a ,, ' ~,/,-· • •-':•"n'-)''' ,.,,,.._, •,,), " " ' • 
.,. 
A root locus of this equation is sh.own in Figure 1.-
.. t.-,1 .. , • • ' ~ ·' .,., II • .<I ,io.f • ·lo 
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Notice that: if !i, is greater than two 1(d ~ 2) the roots lie on the 
.. 
negative real a.xis and the function can be realized with RC elements 
-· only. There! ore, d < 2 is the. only case which mus·t be co~sidered. 
. 6 
Sallen and Key have developed a synthesis method to realize 
·-:--· - · .. -,_..,.., = ;-~..:_:-;::::_-_:..: 
• ... , .. -- -. ,
.-~-"~··· ••• ,
,.,. •• ~·., .. <' •. ,.,. ,,_, 
•.• 
__ ._} , ..... 
- . - ,,- .. - ·~.. .-.- -- -----:.· .. ec~i~...,.,rf-,',.-,·.,.'= ·",'" .... •.er;.,; .. :.;,,.,c~ .. ·-'· . 
various values of Q:.• ';he. techn_i_q_u:..._e-'-e-'-mp--=-·---10ys a vacuum~ube amplftier ~~~~,~;.,.., ~-·-'·--'~~=~~ 
. 
~ ~ 
•·'.!.·,.and;, .:r,n.ev .of_., ~ ... aeriea. r Q~ .. ·f:aedh&ck,,ne.two.rks., Jf,~.Jtrh1.c.h,,,,El,,IlJ, -- vol.:t~e~=--~ ,.£,_.,_, ~-'~·"'.d':,,,.;;,., .• , .•.•L.i,;=-s-::c,o,:-~ ... 
/ 
transfer function of the form 
G,(s) - N(s) 
•• ':=,., s
2 + ds + l 
-, 
· can be realize9-. The numerator N(s) may .. be a constant •. first, or . 
second order function, and is ·obtained by selecting the proper 
. c. 
· · ... circul~--~-: __ ~ilerefore, given a G{s) --- to be rea11.zed,. it is .. nec~s~13--ry to· 
. 
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·' ··trtcltone·--1,-f"··the·: ctrcuits shown~-in the article-, and ·evaluate the . ,,,_., ~,-- ''•'-,"·"- . ' ···----···•.·· •.,., •.. , .. .,,. ,., . .,,~.--, ·""" "•'' ~· 
I• 
. . .;. 
components to satisfy- the r.equired ~ value. The exact procedure will , 
be indicated later • 
. T~e ·Salle-n and Key analysis is based on the assumption that 
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' .. - ,. - ........... , ·- -~
, .... _. -~··· 
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• -... • • • , ~ • • • • • • • ••• ,. • • • • ' I -
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the active element is an ideal .voltage amplifier. Since a vacuum-tube 
... 
amp-lifier, ·which is generally a good approximation _to an ideal 
' ;_ .. ,-.-
... . . ...... ·--
-···. v---· ... - .. '""'"' ··-· ... - . 
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-
-~,"'- ~voltage amplifier··ts used, the. assumption seems to. b.e a valid one • 
. the same transfer functions using transistors as the active element 
rather than -tubes. -One af the abj·ectives of this ~Qrk is to develop 
.. . ' 
l, 
a synthesis procedure l!ising transistors.- The approach will closely 
I 
~ 
para~lel that of Sallen and Key in the hope that a similar design 
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. . . 
cqnstruction and te-sting of a high pass filter. The results of the <... 
__,... P.. . 
___,,Y 
test will be compared to the same filter designed by the Sallen and 
... 
.. 
·- .................... -~::: ... ::··· _·:::::~--~ ···:: .. ·· ·· Xe1 -me tho~ and .. one .. -des:1-gned usi:Q.g an; :NIO and the -H·orowitz_ opt:tm~·zation: 
technique. 
-,. ' 
.. '1 _I •• ,.l 
~he sensitivity of the transfer function to variation in gain 
-
-
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NIC and optimum pole_ locations. A possibili t1 of reducing the ·_ 
sensitivity will then be considered. 
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, ~u~ill~lii:LfflB"n~,~.y-=--=a 
.'J"!J.,.._'-,.,, •. 
-_::::_·~ -- .:c~~~~~~~-=-~=--~~- ~~~ ~)3~~f C?~~- P-C>S-t.'til~~~ng -the basic circuit. to be .ana_l7_~_~d,_ ._ it is well. -_ - ~·:··-~::~~~-~~~-~~-<i~ 
, J 
~ . ·' - -~-- _) . .,.,,_-' -_ - -:~.-- ~:.\-~'. . - -
·, 
. . . 
IL. . . 
,· . 
. . • 
. .. . .. 
, •.. ,,,' - . •-.,,-.,.·,xa~ ......... ~ •••. ···=-·· . 
advised to consider the active ·element which is. ,to be '.emploze;,t.i..~, .. . ...... ··, . ~ 
• J •. • J '"'''·"'1· .. , ,, •. ~.-.; . ..-.,- ,., ... , -~- ,.,.:,,, • .,J. •.. ~'······"·, ,.,), 1 i\1!,1,r::, ... ,. ;,;, ,1,.,.,.~ 1 .... ,o.,! ... ,.. 
U~like the vacuum tube, which is a ·voltage &DJPlif:ier1c _1~'.µe transistor 
is a current-operated device which is ideally represented by a 




either a current or voltage ampl:ifier depending upon which terminal- · -
. p~il" !~ .. (<?.Il!!l9:,e~<:tJh~.1;g:pJ!t~ .Ei.P.<L_}fhJ«:h ~ll.~~~~~ut. If El. ~s _ tM . , 
''C"· '·;.. 
J\ • ... • .._ 
input then the circuit is a voltage amplifie~ with ~n i~eal o~tput · 
·-· 
of g21 ~· Conversely, with I 2 considered as the input, the ideal 
··output·is g12 12• The impedances_ g11 and g22 ta:ke into account the 
practical input and ou~ut cond~tions • ..... 
. _.~ :·· r·-:.<.~·- ·,_1t,=,_~_-· ··~·--.-·. 
·-:,•~·· .• '.,' "',: _.,,.c·,;--• .-:,:.';:•:_•~':.•_'.\,"···• • 
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FIGURE 2 · 
.... I 
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For an ideal amplifier (voltage or current) ~l = g22 = 0 i.e., the 
~1( ; •• ,c:··,, .. 
input impedance is infinite and the output impedance is ZEl~O for a 
. •. . .. - -- ..... ,- ..• --- ........ ··-· . . .. .. . " • ., .......... ·.«•· -·. .. . . .. ·• ····•·•· ~-,- ....... " ... . 
v:oltage amplifier. ,., ......... ···•· ... , . 
.. ' 
For vacuum tubes, the input impedance can always be made very, 
large therefore this portion of the circuit is considered ideal. The 
i, 
; . outp11t imped~nce can usually be neglect'ed or in 'some, cases any ·.· .......... ·:, .. <· .... cc •• ;.: ..... '. ... ·-· ... -~:~ 
•·••·•••• ••••••••••.,-_..:.: .... :.,_,--;••,-. ""·•<•~•'','•',-.,~.-A.n•-•»L-'~•••,>•,-•••--•'•• ·-··'·"·"'"'•,,• ~,,__ •-•--• • • •--•••·'••'•' ,:•• ·•••·•••••• ,.,,.., "•••• ••• • ••, •-• •••• •""" ,o _,.., .. ••·•••••••"• ••·•• -• ., ••'·"'":•·-•'"''"" "'• • ·-· • ••• "'"7 ,•.,,·•••-•,~",ot..--•,~-•'>•"> .,.,,.,.,,, • ., ..• , ••-•~••"•"••••••• . , .. , .' • , .. " ..... • . __ 
tf, 
deviation from the ideal can be ·compensated for. Thus, the ou~put 
.~ . .-
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~1rcuit of a tra.nsistor 1-s given tbe ~ame t7;pe of inspection but_ a~in_ _· · 
•• '. .C... .. C ,'., .. I.;•, . • ···- ,,l.\, ••• al,.':. ..• ·-~~-•• ~ .. ~-- ,: __ ._ .. -·•,. ,., •. ,•.~,.'., ••. ,.. •· '. ,_-,. 
"· 
impedance,however,can rarely be neglected. It is often a function 
·--·-·······------·-·--· -- -· - ·-. -· .. - . Of the amplifier. design and sholll<i ·-t}i~-:refore be COllSidered: ---- ... ,., .. ·~-·,~.·,·· .-·-·,,~ .,,"~.: =cc-----··· 
. , 
With the above discussion in mind, the circuit in Figure 3 is 
. ' .. '., 
pr.oposed as ~ general active network (with a" c~rent ~~mplifier) to 
... !)Ii 
~>nly method of .. _iJ.sing a transistor amplifier .. with a :feeC,.back loop. 
r-.. . ,r 
Fo~ example, if a transistor amplifier is built which has the 
.. 
· characteristics of an ideal voltage amplifier 1 t ·could certainly be 
..... '. . . . -.. ''. . . ,· --·:.·- •,· .. ·.:· ... --
used in place of the vacuum-tube amplifier 'in the Sallen and Key designs. 
,.. 
Notice that in Figure 3 the gain K is &'current gain, not a 






~-.-~:-~..:< .. •.-.·· ·..?-,_" 
,, voltage gain. Also, x3 represents the input ad.mi ttance to the amplifier 
. . .. -. . . . \ . - , - . . I 
., < 
'-~ 
-f. ., r.,; 
. ,. . -·- .. . -··· .. ,. - --
analysis will be performed to obta:in a current transfer ratto, it is 
' 
necessary to include the load impedance. ~ 
.• r 
·-· F-igure J(b) represents the ciroui t- with the )cur.rent amplifier 
-- .. i.ncluded and. with a constant current ·input. The-~·n<1de equations for 
the circuit are "shown below: 
;-( 
• ·::--·-····,,· ·-·· '-···:••#•-··-·~·-· --··--- - ..... · - ·•.,-
,-. 
··, 
. -• .. •, .... , '':,•·· ... 
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~ :, 
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0
,••• • hoo• ~·,_, .. , ,.,,, ... ..., .. ~ • .'/io >" "~M ,.,r ;~.- ••~ :...-. •• , •. ,..-: .. ,; • .,_,J,.•,!, ,: •.•• ,~.;, ~ •• ~'"'"" ....... , • ,·- " 
•. . , ... 
.,_ 
-=-·····-L".•••-·-~·a .. ,·;--· .. ,.-• 1· = e -·· Y · 
2 . 3 ·--· 
. "" 
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A reduction of these_ equatioM will yield the current transfer ratio 
:·-'·.-~ .... (. . . -· . 
... - ... -- ·~- n.~ .... __ _ 
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J. 
--9 .. ,,,. "'· 
_.,.. ____ . -~--. _______ ......... ---·-__,. 
---··--~---.. -_~..:.....,...,._,...,,......;..~ -·, r::_.,-..,~-. ~-
. ·. G(s) = IJI1 = e0YL/I1 with 1i ttle' difficui-ty. The re~u1t· is 
where the general admittance-terms are to be r8l)laced by specific 
' 
.. 
admittances to obtain the various second order functions desired. 
As an example, consider the flcase for realizing a function of 
.. ,,,. 
.. . " - " 
the (normalized)' _form -- . · 
. :, '=~-- ··•-•••• ,~,,. ,,,,,_ ,LC,''" '. ' .••. ,•,•-,," ,·-· '·S. 
-···· -. . . . 
·:.: 
. . ' 
. ·"' . ,. ~ . -- - --'--,..' ,. " - . 
G(s) 
0• ,_K .. ~)~ .· hs 2 
= 
s
2 + ds + 1 
.. 
By inspection, oft~~ general function G(s) it·1s observ~d that 
·- - • • y • • ' • • - ••'- •• ··• • • • ••••••• '" •• _ .... :.,. ·····--.,.·~---.. ---· .......... , •• " •• 
···· · · · · ·· ····· ·· ... , ·· , .. ·· · ·· · · ,. the . ga1n K Ciiri ··be· ·used tO. 81:illl :i.Il.El.t e··an· ill'lWB.n t ed z; r~-. in the numerator, 
' ~ 
Let us attempt the following subs,ti tutions_ 
.,. 
.. 
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If K= --~ the undesired fa.ctor in the numerator is eliminated • 
. (· 
.. 
-~- 1· -· •• 
. ~-' ... 







Changing the sign of K in G(s) and normalizing by letting ·, 
. ._. 
G(sl = 1 + I ~ 




This illustrates the type of procedure ,used to obtain a11· the. ~ 
-" 
secbnd 01"?-er fuilctij.Ons., They have all been rea11Zed and the results ·. ;, ... 
,, r ·> 
(" .. .( ) 
, J 
. . J . 
are available in Table l along with any conditions which must be 




---- - 'that the additional conditions (for eliminating zeroea) do not limit 
the procedure for realiz-ing g,. 
Since all !unctions were obtaiDed, the crux of the problem ls 
_ ..... , -~·. -· ... ---- _: 
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now to obtain coinponent values to yield a particular g_. Fortunately, 
: , ·1n e'verj case.the fom of! can be shown equivalent to one derived 
. -
by Sallen and Key. Therefore, their design procedure can be used. 
- ,. This equivalency is 'shown for the above example. Define 
Tl= ~C2 
T2 ~ RACL 
A= RJ/RA 
B := CLfC2 
., .... --... ~- :,·_:'"•·'~""' ... ····-~·.;."-···-~::···,,•, .............................. ~ .... , .. 
then· 
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s2 + ds + 1 
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tabulation. (Table II is a reproduction of all· the design form-µlae) 
.,/' 
An examination of Table I indicates that in a. number of cases ·the 
. ' ' 
· 1oa.d imp~dance is c;;apacative. Therefore, 'w:hen using these forms. 1 t 
should be kept in mind that,at low frequencies, the o~tput impedance--
, . 
of the amplifier ma.1 no long_er be considered infinite. This will 
cause reduced rejection at these frequencies. 
. ' . . ' .. ~- ._, . -. ····- ~ .... ,. .... .,, .. ___...,. ,.. . . 
./ 
.·, 
. ) , . •. , ' 'Jr 
- . ·1t 'fshould be ·noticed that the use of five components-aiic,ws····some''"''"'""'·'''·"···'·'•-'•'•"''"'"'. 
.freedom of selection since two pairs of components mus_~ be combined 
' 
to achieve two time constants. In some cases the freedom must be used 
-. 
to eliminate the undesired zero; in other cases·the ·components should-
be sele·e-ted.·to reduce the pass band loss·. 
-
'· 
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- ·, TABLE II · DESIGN FoBMULA.s FbR DISSIPAT:ION FACTOR-d 
> ; .. ;l r· . . . ? • 
~I \ 
; 
(Thi$ Table has been 
GROUP'. · (a) 
extracted from the Sallen and Key~artic~e~-reference.f6). · .· 
. , ( b) - · · ( c) ( d) . ~ , ( e) 
. :;\, d(x,K,T) ! . ' ' . .·· j: . ,_. T(x, K, d) :K.(x, dJ T) . K i Xmin 
. t . 
. . 2 ) 
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IV DESIGN PROCEDUBE 
":\•. i 
The realization of a required 9:. is identi-cal ·to that used by 
Sallen and Key. However, a ·brief review of the method will be presented. 
Given a transfer function, a circuit to· realize it is available 
in Table. I. This table also contains four forms for obtaining the 
d·;;ired,va1u8 · of. d~ . No matter which form is sel~ed, three 
-
. 
(' , ;?, 
· variables appear;;J'K,· : ;, ~T. :~-X ·ean._ -bef ~eit-he:r- t-he.- r-a:tr~·_J>f .re-si.sto·rs- or. of 
~-. ~ 
capacitors and T is either ·time constant. (both as shown). 
i . . 
Theoretically, two can be arbitrarily chosen. Practically, Jln Xis 
• •..• -,"•• ,·, ., f ,.••,;cc-~ 0L <.i, -~::,••:•;-"••>:SM0-:-••""-" <" ' •-,.._,.•, "' 
- . ' . ~. ~ 
usu.ally selected to ob ta.in a range of values for the gain K. 
.. 
When K is selected all the ,.para1,11eters (!1\:'··ir2 , I, K} are fixed by 
the design equations shown. By satisfying any additional conditions or 
by minimizing pass band losses the component -values can all be 
obtained. 
After the five component values· have b-een r·~a.1ized,' 'then· it is 
nece.ssary t"o build the current- amplifier. This should be designed 
. ~· 
_,,, ' ' ' 
- with the following.criteria as· guides: t,:, 
. ._\. 
1 
1. The input impedance must be ~~:'18.1 to. the value calculated, . 
(Y ) • 
J 
2.,. The circuit"must have the .ov~:rEi.ll cµr:r:ient ~in required,-. 
' • T 
, 
,''JIJ,. - - • , 
·~ 4. The amplifier must be stable. , 




Violation of any of the crtt·eria will reduce the effectiveness of 
\ 
the filter. ~· • • ::,,-o . ------ ----
. ,..,. ·,·.· ·-··· 
" • •• '•' ,.-.·,,,-,. .... , •• ,•H .. >!"".~••••<.,,, • ., .. --••-•• ,"'""-""'..--••'~• .. ~--·· ,_._,. ... ._.,_ 
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The amplifie·r design used to realize the Butterworth filter is . . 'ii 
. 





and the feedback resistance Rfb can be used to obtain the desired current 
gatn. !!'he bi.as_ing. resistor R should be made -as large as possible to 
-
s.atisfy the tdeal output conditions • 
·-··.:..:"' ~- - ' 
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H, V SENSITIVITY CONSIDERATIONS · 
~- I 
··-·'~":·'·'·•'"''''"·~,-., .. , ... ,acc"~·'','",C',,.,,.:. ,,,,.,. Tii'e: i,'ossible. variation ·1n .. g&:in. Of" a s'fmple ;t~ensistor' amplifier 
0 
is much __ greater· than'· a simple vacuum-tube amplifier. Transistor 
'> 
parameters haye a wide spread making inter-changeability a probl~m; 
and some parameters show ageing effects and most are sensitive to 
temperature variation. Sine~. the gain is usually affected by such 
variations, it is of interest to define the variation of certain 
'.) 
··-·--,-- .. ~· --- . ,. - •· --- . '"• . - .•. ,_...,._,...., . .-..~,. --~ ---~·,·- -', ·--- - . . .. -- --, - pare.meters wt~h re.ep.eet te gain.- .~ . -•··,,.•·•-,•·•••,,,-»•OT >, ••• •.• •• ·.-•,- ,·, ---.. - -.·-' ;0-.-,-.c) ... ·-... ·-·--,~-.----··· ..... __ ,. __ 
. , ' 
One method of measuring this sensitivity is to find the ratio of · 
t~e p_erc entage . change. in the parameter to the p-ercentage change in· the 
· - · · · ... .. ·.; '· : · _. .. ·' '·' ·· -- ... -· ',· .. a ··" .. _ · .... - --·, ·cc, .... · , ..... · _·::, .,._ ... ''"" "· .·.:--.-- ~---,:-- ... , .. :-.-- .. : · .... ,.·; ·, .... -.. - .. ·---: · · -'., ...... , .. :.-·:--•· --·: • ··, ·--:-·" -.:~·;c,'c,:--,,:.-~.~~~c .•·-:;,:c•·c;, · '."-""" -ci--·~·-- ----,-.···:cc-·;:·.-.·-:.·.,·.· .... :,-··· · ,· -c ,. 
·. I. 
I ', J "-
It is of course desirable to minimize the sensi tiVitf ... -. 




and the zero will minimize the tot~l sensitiv.ity of _G(s) with respect 
' 




G(s) = hs (s +o;) 
s2 + A1s + A2 
where 
.. 
, .. --- ., ,. -··". ~· '. ........ ,. ..... :. ..... -· .~ ---.. ~:-~ .. - . '. . ....................... -. . . . -. R . --- ................................ ---- ........... ., .. , __________ . __ .... ·. -.. -.4_ .................. _._ ..... _ .. , ......... -. _ ........ ···----. _ ... -.. - .. - ... - ............ , ... • -~-, .. _ ........... ·.:-.-·· - • --.---.----~- .. _ ..... - - --. _,_.._-- -- .. -
1. . ~~----- .. - ~----- ... ,, .... ·::: .. ··--»:: ·---::;·, ---~·-,•,ei .. ·-··>,:•'> .. , - '.-··~--"- '"•"). ·r:,,,::::!!i'-·_'"''''';,,:~:,:.,.,;,.,,.;;_, .,,-.!!,, .. _,, .... , .. ,_. ,.-.,,,.,.,c·., 
}?, = R1 + R4 ·,1,,..-? 
·; . 
; . ~· 
. . ' ..• J. . . .. 
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< } 
..,. _._ -··: ' r . _,. __ ., . ~ -~ -- .... - , . al ways given .in a.bs_olute valu~ •. 
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' K _ 2b __,, _ . 
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• the smallest p·ossible ·gain. Theoretically~ the ,gain can -assume any v~lu~ 
greater than one. For this 
with a gain as near one as 
'. 
' 




possible. However, as the circuit gain is 
· reduced, the circuit elements must be chii!-nged and· may become physically 
.. ---..... . ......_ 
-
_,...._._.,._.....,.._.,,._~-~--~u ..,,~ .. ~ """"'""~•••.-u---••••~ •• ..._.,~,_.,._, __ ,. • ., -·- ··--,---•-,~~ •••~--
- ' - ----.. ·-----.. --. -.-large and this is usually the limiting desfgn fa.,,~~_Q __ !.~ 
----·--•••""' -.•-· __ ,. •·••• ., ••-•• ••·•-""''" "•• _ •• , '• • ,. .. ~ , ••• ·,,.,, ,.,·,.,."• •'•'• aO • ,_,..._. •• •, •;~· •" ,., '•<""· ''' 
,,• 
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,,.~-:•:.l~ ._, ,, , , , , '::• ,,, , ·'', : •.',O ',''" ,;, ~ ·:.:::--.~' •:, ' .• - ,:_:•'- , ~--:~·, ~,,; '''"'"'. :~·:· ,._,,. . .,~a\ , , " ,: : hi. I""' • ,. .•.•. •,,M ··--,ffi-he· sensitivity· of the ·z·ero·" ll1c·a:tfon is reduced :Jly'' SEil;.ect.fng.~as' ........ . 
large an output capacitance as possible, leading to another limit based 
on component . ..size. This is normally of 11it1e concern, ho~ever, since 
. . I . . 
. .. -\. . ~-
---- ... --······ .. ···-- .:~ ....... _.·:.- ........... ·-· . the.<,.~er.o.· USU&lly:---lies····Well- ·Out· ···of. th·e pass· band.· ... .. . 
.. 
. , 1. 
Sensitivity figures, per se, are ·not too significant unless they 
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method employing Horowitz~ optimlllD decomposition technique. Although 
.-... i , • -
· the method of minimizing· _the sensitivity of each poie -and zero was used- ' 
. . 
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to minimize the sensi ti vi ty of the function, this is not practical for 
", 
,_ . ., •. ,w .. - --~· .. " ''"': .. ,: •. - --·,_ .. ' ..••..• - • 
- ~t 
of the transfer function, G(s)~ \.) 
The equation for sensitivi~Y-:.-.--Using the transistor amplifier is 
., 
. _. ···---~····-······· ... -.. ·.- .............. -~-~ the Linvill-Horowi tz ._l:1.PP.I'C>~_c:_~ --~-~--~~E3d to_, design t-1?-~ l_,econd-order 
f'. ., ,-.,,.-~ . -
function previously mentioned, the sensitivity is• 
. ' (J) 
' ...... -1··· •• '" 
--- - ------------------------- ---·---··- --··· .. ·---.. --.-.,--"'"'· . 
······· . . . .K- {1-~ @1 C2R1~R2+R3)-KC1 C2R2~] +w . cl~+c2<R2+~)-KC1~} · . 
The circuit w~ich has this sensitivity function -is\i,;bown in F.igu.re S. 
-~. 
-- --- -------- ----
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's2 + 1.414 s + 1 
~as,chosen to be realized. The numerical computations for this high 
. ...._ 
,. 
pass filter ~re,shown in ~ppendiX II •. !he ein Yi:I.S arbitTarll7, ehesen ; 
. ,,,..·, ,. 
' . 
. . 
to be four and rro attempt was made to optimize t~e sensitivity of the 
.. design .• _T.he.~c1:r.cu1t .. i.~.4~~ig.n_ecl fo:r; an~mpedance level of -600 ohms an~ 
to have a cutoff _of 5000 radians per second. The ~~sponse curve is-shown 
e 
V -
~n Figure 6. · · 
. ... _-;.,:..,, . ._, .. -
~ .. . . .. -~ .. ' .... --· .. 
t . 
\_ As a basis for· comparis~h, the same filter was. designed using a J .. / • . 
'"• -•- -, -·:·.- • • - _1)_. • .. ·•·-• -·-: .".,~' •,r :_ .:."'.'";.'•""'"";-~,••••• • ··.;~ -, • • ~., ·• ~ ·'='~.:- ;• •·. • ,_.,•-;•••·- • ',":'"" ·••_·• • ... ,... .. •,, ... ;. ·"' --'.-: - ·• - •, ·•,•· f"" '""T - . ..,. '•-"';" ~ ... -·- • - ,,... .•. ,.., -. .. :•;. ,, ~i .;., • ·-•_•·-·••·-~ • .. :.· .... ·• •;· ·;;:··- • • ..,. ·, ••·• ._. '• .• , ·-•- - ·••:··•• • ••• • ,• ..... ,.,.. .• --· ·• • • • <;,--, - ··--:· :::.;···, -., -,--~-·-··'.;- .. -:·,;;,:;
,·~· ·'--· ... · ·······-:'!-." "r·.:c .... ·,:: ··-,· ·:.;· ··!·.·····-;; ····-~.--•,.-·-·--r • .. -"--;-:.:..··..-:::~·~,z---,--:-7·,-..:.;_ ... :.:·· 1··.;:.-.:-~-'-·r,,-_--· -.···- :-.,......----:-; 
vacuum-tube circuit (Sallen and Key method) and using an NIC including 
Q i 
optimizing. J 
The resultB r,! the calculati~ns for the latter circuit are also 
·l • ·-· ,"· J 
.. . j \c ·, ' - • 
~ _ ~- s·hown i~ Appendix II. The response data' obtained by using each. of the 
I 
.. ,i,J,:\·~- (. 
.. 
tl;u:ee,. meth0g.s-;is pre_sented in Tab'l~El" 'III, and. t}!~ ·Circuits used are 
.... 
;, 
shown in Figure 5. ) 
..... 
An exauiination of the tabulated results shows that the response in 
,., ,·, ,, .• .. ,, , ·,, "" •. o , ... , ,., ut,F -,-.,,,,,.,, '" '· • •'.•'"-"''"·~ ,.-.,,, '•'•, ~, •~· ••.·- · . •, re. , , c·~• ,. ·,, •,,, •'S-,, ... ,, ,,.,,. .. "'",a•.~'-'..-"'•'··,.·;,." rn ,,,, r,· .. , 
. . ' 
. ,... ,J 
:c.~s~, .of the t.ransistor amplifier, the finite output impedance is the major 
·,· cause~ of deviation fro}ll .the ideal •. This cou:Ld be improved by improvJng 
. . . 
,, ' -- ·-·- -· -, ..... .. ,.._."' ......... _ _,,,,, •. _,, _ _, __ • ·- ... ~··- ...... , ., ......... ,1··---··· .... --"'~· 
~he amplifier design. 
· Since the design technique has been verified, a new circuit was 
:·q . .. ~' ,, ' ,, .... , ..... ,_ .. ' 
··designed. to.· optimiz~ the sensitivity. The design results are also shown 
·--
. . J 
( ·- .. ------- . 
( . 
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Butterworth Filter Using 
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in Appendix II. Optimizing was constrained by limits chosen f~r element 
~,,~-m~••·•• < ·\>"·<~~,~~,,.-.·,"''•',";S;~,.,, .. e,,,,,;..,~,'"''"~·"-!~1~~~,!.~ . .,:: ~?..~ ).,ii:n~ ~-~''· ~~b-~_tra:.i,ly 'selee; ted . were: - ' I ' ' ~ "'·• ,, •• , • , • •. I.._ . . 
1. Bo capacitor shall exceed ten microfarads •. 
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Using these criteria, the gain was reduced from 4 to 1. 2 with a · 
. 
. 
. ·: ~ '· ......... : 
corresponding reduction in sensitivity. As a co~arison, the sensitivity 
" 
4 4 \' 
... 
of_ th.e NIC design above was calculated and compared to that of the 





,. . transistor designs f~r gains of-.,4 to ·1~2. ·The res11:lts of these 
ca.lcul~ti~s: 
using equations 1 and 2 in the· previous section are shoWll ·1n Table IV 
,. -········-···· 
•• •·•••-•• ,•,-'•••• 
• - - - • • •• •• 
•• •• • •• •- • • <• -~· - .... , • 
._, -. ••-••••- • L••• ••- n ,....,,, ... ~"f ... ,,....,,.,..,.......,..., ....... - ....
. .,.,,.._ ,~ ................ ,,
,.,. ·~ .. ·-- • • 
and in Figure 7. 
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. ----As--can be seen from the plot of. sensitivity vs frequency,. the .. 
transistor.amplifier is less sensiti~e to c]la.nges in gain at frequencies 
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below 250 cps., howeve~t,~.bove this f requ.ency · the sens i ti v1·ty rises rapidl7. • >'", ~ - . J' ., . \ . 
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very favorably with that of the NIC.· 
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TRANSIS!OR .AMPLIFIER 
s (IC= 4.0) 
") 
4.210 
·:, • .520 
2.760 
.. -· ··- ... _ .. _. ·,. -----_ ...... - ·r· -• . ."'..' ·."-"":::'"."' . .:. -
0.139 
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VII COMPARISON OF DESIGNS 
. . 
··-•;.·••· ,._ __ · __ .. ___ i;.··.:-~ ·--~·· ,-:-:..··--··"···-..,;-·- ... -"--·· -· . .:.. .. ,., ... -.. ~.-- -:.·. --~···. ,_-., ........... _ - ... _ ............ _/.:· .. -·~, .. ~,_,,."'.,,_·_·---~--...-·••,;-.·,~·--. ':'!"'···_,- .-., __ ._-.-_ ·-~-- ".'".~--~·'- .. ·~1'"·',·· .. 
.!<,'· 
the same as the vacuum-tube circuit there is little clioice between the 
. -·"'"-
two. However, the deviation of the input impedanc.e from the -ideal for 
l.r 
' " 
:1the ·transistor places an additional component into the design procedure • 
. The fifth component actually inserts a degree of freedom. ~his is used 
. either to eliminate. an undesiPed zero from. the numerator er£ the. tra.nsfer 
' ' \ . ' 
function or to decrease the pass bancl loss. ·In the firs·t .·case, -all 
·components are explicitly defined. ·in· the lat·ter case, th~ components 
: can be selected with a degree of freedom. In all cases, however, five 
I ) 
•~·•'••• •• •·• •• • •,--•· .,~·····"•'•" •'••• >•·:,·•,,;•""'!,•~••,--,.•s'•,..,.,,,_. .. ,•,(•;.l'-.s~--;:·•~~•,·•.· •••"• •• ~. •• ·-•-·· ••••••• •··•··••··• ,. ••. •· ••• • • ,, , ... ·•• •·• ·•,·-··••"'"""•""""••~•·,>-·-··-··• -· •. ·••· • • •·•·-•• '"' • •··•· ·-··· • •- ""'""• .-, •.. ·'• ·•· ···-·•••·'·" ··•• .. , .... ,. .. ,. . ., •· '""·•··••···~-• '•''" •" ... ,. ·• •··.·,• • ·• • '• •·• •···· •••---···~· •••"• ,, . .,..,_.., • • '"'','''T~'•~"~• •" ..•. ,. •. ,. '"''"' 
major passive components are required for the transistor circuit rather .~.. , ....... 
., 
·, . 
than four as. in the vacuum-tube ·circuit. ; 
',;o " • 
The use of the smaller circuit with less power·dissipation is 
certainly an advantage, but there is a drawback. In all the v·acuum-tube 
circuits presented_-·by Sallen. and Key, a one stage amplifier could be 
·used. Unfortunately with the t~ansistor circ"Q.i ts very often 
~ 
(with 
capacitive loads) two stages mu.st be employed, ,one for amplification 
.. . . ' j ,· • 
'i' 
and one for isolation. 
When the transistor circuit is ..... -eompared to the NIC .circuit. the.·_ ... , . ,~ 
.... -·-··············- .. ---... sensitivities do.not give either approach a.distinct advantage. Also, 
.. , .. - ............ " ... .,.... . . . ' . . .. -· ........ " - . . . . ... - .. 
since the transistor amplifier requires a minimum amount of adj~stment 
~fter construction, it has a considerable advantage over the ·ire. 
: ............ ~-·· ,w, --.-~-· .. ·~-· ·-· .... .: ..... ,.,. :::.· .. ·....:-.... :..: .~.~-r- .. : .... ,, , .,.".:,.a: .. · '~. :.,.,_, .. , . .-.:.3.,.:·, , ..• -:.:~.l .. ~: ,,,; ... '" -~-. .... ,; ... ,t.,. ,_ ,., ,,.. , .. :. •, •.... •' <·- •• . .• ,. .. .•..• -· ,. ·- ••.. ,., •• , • , .. - .- .. ••• . •d• •• ., -- ..... . >" ~ Oo,'>•''i"'''"'""'.."' .,_. "' '''•••"•''•••:·; .. ,;,o•: ,Co" 0L'•< '-'•'"' o' ,,. .. ,, ,•,•,.•••••• """"'•'" ••••- _., ••• ·~-:·.--·•••''•'"· ",.-. .• ~-'' 
.. 
. :.• 
-~. • :I • • ' , . .. : ',.-. ' • .',, •• _:-'-: . .; ,, •. 
.c.. 
1 i: ·!_ 'j. 
;_ ., ... ... : .. ;. "" .... :: .• .,.,,· ..... ~ .. • •. -,; ·-··· ~. •t 
~~·, ,•,,,, ''L'•'i •. "•• 
\.. 
. ..~, ... 
; ..t:::. .. 
1 
71. ..- : 
-29.--.".· · 
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--- ·-·- -,; .. · --··-'-, ""-'·'"'';"·'':.,,.~'"''''·" ~,"·,·,-· .... ~, ... ,: . .' ... i~,.!~~, -~ot _ unexpected that second,..order fun~tions could be reali_zed 
} _. ~ 
.. ' . . . ' .-,., .. ,.,,-, ' , ;, f'~_l,•. It.~,'.-.·;,,,,.-:, l';~,.-.r,r,,;,. -·,.\'. r,, .,·.,, :-.~,,~ ,.·,;~ '.;1 • J.;·;;;·,j~,' ,",'' ,•; • ":.I,· ·: :,. r., .", t?. "'· · ... / .. ·. .·,:,,., ·;"°-'·1/ .. ,t;I:; i.. ..... , :·;.,, ;,J,',.J.r.l, .. l1l<M">,~ ..... ':;-;., ... ,. l,.; l:t, ~·.? •. ,')'.,,,n.,, 1:;,,,:.f.•.~· :t,'. l·.,~1',.::·.> .... ,,~!.~:. ,., .. f.d '"·~·.·J.,;~·r..~··u t, .,.t(l.:· ..... J.1;·;,..,.-i'.A"'~:,;,l<..:,J.J.1 . .:.J..-..1."j,~.,, ·.:,\ ,.,!)?,'1!,1<.:ll~~: ..... 1, •• -:.. •• <-J.;t_t:•,>;ti.t'.i. ~-!.l.lN. r.: ........ i~i,. .... ,;.,.\.~t\.!..\..:....:,.;.1ti.·h,,;,,,;,ts·.L ··~·.•.:,~,;,,.,.:.:,i ! 
"'· 
using a transistor amplifier. However, the introduction of an additional 
I 
•- "• • • •-·•·-· - ·•" -• ••• 
·•··· ----·- -
-
-·· - - - -
- • -
-·-· .• A 
- - • • ' I passive desigll component could hav~_ complicated the~p_roblem to --t'lie --- --- · -- - - , 
. .\\ ' -·· 
point of making the method useless. This fortunately was not the case; 
any--addi t~onal co~di tions imposed are readily handled. In fact, the 
~-, 
d~eign :procedig~ for .... realizing any second--order function is a straightforwa!d _ 
. -V. " . , 
· ,_ · ·· -- one, the basic technique ~f ·which has 4:,een u_sed before. 
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~'. 
, ,. 
and stable gain. The latter is not difficult to obtain since the gain 
. · .... ·.. , . ,b,, ;··~·+ •..• ,,113 to be kept as low as possible. A stable circuit is easily obtainable I 
-- . - -- -- .• .,_ - --- --,..c,--:_·~-- ~0- ----~--li--c.~'-, ~-~c'.c_;_;. ,..:.,,"'.'.:.c_, .. ,.,_.cc_-_~-~-~--'"-'"'-~....;.~,~c.:;c.,.,..':,=,-·"'"-.. -,,. : ...... ;-p "-~----~-o:C.'"'-"-"'"·"'---'-=-"''"~'"'·''""'=:, .. ~-,.c .. .:_ .. -:-;c.:;:;c~,;:.:~cc""'~""-"-"'-"'""'--.;, ·-------cc - -.•---. -" .. "'·"'''- .• ,.,· .. ___ ....... _:,, .. :,, - 'c .-_,.._,: ··- ,I :" 
and there is a minimum of adjustment required after constructio;n~-c~,..( .. ~: . .c,1=,.',;.;~"""''"~~~~_;,.,.""'";,,.,~ .. ~c,,.:·, 
-if·a capacitive input is required, a minimum resistance of ap~roximately /\ 
~ 
. . . ' 
.25 ohms will appear in series with it. If other resistive valu-e-s are· 
. . 
. j • J 
kept large; in comparison, the -effe~t -can be_ neglected. The. output 
.(_ --· ,,. 
,: 
I 
· :adm·:tt.tance presents· a mo.re difficult problem if the ioad is capacitive. 
_ r • 1 
' --" ~ I'__. I •. ~ - '_: .' . .._,, . ~ -The only solll;tion is to design the amplifier to minimi;-~·,. i~'.s-¥effee·t •. 
. ~ .':-·: ~t·. ·~· . J• -=-~··. •,. 
. ;---··.··~···.- ,;. 
............. h.:, .. ~"-·'"·····1·· ···"·· :·"''"'.:'··:·;,., •••• ~ ~:"·-~~ . .., ...,... .. ~·: ... '"''.,, .;,.,.-. 
If component sizes are not overly restricted, t1:ie. sensi tivi"ty of 
~ 
a circuit can be consider~bly reduced. This is demonstrated by the 
results shown in Table IV. This table also indicates the favorable 
, . 
comparison of sensitivity using the transistor or NIC • 
· --, . ) -- : ~he :-:o~ara.cteri-stic response. cur-ve-- .. re-sul.t:ing·-from-- ··t-his -design t-eehnlque ···· ······-- ··-· 
can be favorably compared to the vacuum -tube. circuit and to_ the N'IC. The 
• 
. results obtained, .together· with the ease of design method and adjustment 
certainly.make thi·S appr,oach to RC Active Filter design a practical· and 
useful ·one. 
.. 
.. ~-. .,.:·. ·.··. , ..... . 
. .. , ....... 
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,.1r . • .,,.._,_.,,._~,-,.·,- ... ,...- ... -,..,,..,,,.,.,.,lf.,.p,_,,,~,'~1t.·,Ji"!··,.~·",•'!tl'~•~7~~t~•"r-":",..,....,,.:.?.'-·'."' .- """;'~·-· .... ,• -~ ••• ""° h·.- -.·'.."'" , . -., ,, ;-~---~ .,,...,,...., ·· ,,.,..__,_,., ~ ,· • , , , - ,,-,-, _,_..,_ ...• ,, . ..-, .,.1:_.,. ~·•· -·-, ,• · · .-...,,, .... "', , ·· i -~ .,.., , .... -• .. ,.,. .-. ~- .. •-• . -· ,,..,.• _., .•. ,._,., .. _ ' . . ,.,. .,,. .•,,· ·, ..• ~, ....... _.,~., ............ , .. r,-·,., .•.. , ..... i: •.. , .,.•., .,, •.• , ... ,-.-,_.,,,_-·,, -.- ... 1.as.-,rc:·"; ,.,. -·, ,~ ,-...,,"'; .-. n ...... ,-...-· ,,.,...1 .. · 
' 
·· · The purpose of this .section,is to show that the additional 
, 
":'.''(: conditions which· must be imposed on I do not prevent realization of 
. 
the form. In doing so a method for realizing the components is shown. 
h 
------· -"·· · :. __ · · ·-· · ··· ··- -····-·----···{1)-- --- ·· -G(-s)------- -•·-· ···---·2·· · ··· ............... -··- ------- ·-- -····-- · ----·---·· ---·· · ----·- ·······-----·-···· -·. 
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...... ... , .... , .... ' ,· ................. ····-·.-,.,, ............................... , ...................................... ,·,··----~··" ...... ; ............ ·······--- ____ _,, ........ c···-·:··-•,<•-~··----~ .................................................... -···· _,,.-.,.·,-u··•w· .......... -, ..• .. 1 .............. " ....... ., __ ,.' ............................... ,, ...... .. :: .. _: ... .............. ,. ........... ~ ...... :.~~--~·----·····c·-~ ... -~-~=~:-.. =-.:=-·-··:----::-:-·-··:-.. -----··--·---·"--.·····.,-,--.:~~·--.·-·=···.~·=:::.:~··----.: . 
..I' 
C :::: 
1 K CJ - CA 
-- ·-· -- -- - - _-, .. -_ . ·~ · .( ., .. -~· -_q·•,-··~ .. ¥•,y;..?'!1..At,·· i-----~-::· ...:---~,,p- '.r,, -.z: .... ~ ~?:·_<- : .. ~,~~---· ~~.:~~...;_"l,..:.~~:·: ...... 'ci~.:: .. ,;,:-;~--~~~~rr.,-:';'" • ....J;,.s:lrnf!·~~-.---:--:--7--:-~-:-- :.:.--:--r·~·~ 
, 
CA (1 + K) , 
. . .· C · .. = . . .. - . . .. / 
-~-- :--~~--~ ~~- ·._ .:-~~·--:-::-:-:-.:. :~-- •,:..· .,:.,;.~ --~~ --. ·,?-C, ·:·: · .. ,r::·~·~:_~-~~ .. ~ ~ ... ".-""',·.:~··.-·."'··~- .--;.~·.-  .-:-,_ .:·-~ .. ,-i-.-.. , .• r•:· .... · ... ;., .. :.,::_:,_~- ,;.'-'_ .. ..-.) ..... · ...• -~--'-;· ... -~ .•• --~-:;;-- ' ""'"" -_ . V -r.------"iiiii, ; n ---~ --1(' :.--:.J.--...------.--------,.-,--~' ' .. ' . .. . • . : •· • • . . ,I.' ,l ' ,"--,, . . r :",· .\. . • . -~~ . _ -- • ........... ·-·.1. - ·; r .. . -... ,, ...... - . ~-- . . ~· , ·: .... - --· ::. ·.-· .- • ,. ·'·': -~'.·--: ": ~-.,:.. .... ~.a , ,.,l".-:~-.,:::~.i:-~· >~?.· ........ :~~ .. ,;'.;:7.1·<;-,_h_. .•. :,....,,. ,.?,:"";::-Z-.:~J::z:::a~·~-"~-:-,-. _~~~~~-;:r~:F'! ·:·'-·-~· ..... ~~'fk~"': .•:~·~~~~~0-~~?°';;r~rr·~r";':,Yi:.:T.~:7_,,~-7~;-;::;3:-
.. I 
Note: I>B is th'.e only necessary condition. Since K can have any value 
up to infi~ni ty thi.:S is no problem._ P~ "., is always larger than CA so c4.;. ~ , .. 1 ' . 
. is not unattainable • 
. ,· 
(2.> • I 
G(s) = - hs 
s2 + de + 1 
• 
'rhe sum can al~&7s be selected to rea.lize the ratio. 
'· 
• ., .. .,.,.-·••"c'"•~~':\ .. -,~, •'.•se ,,; ~.,., ~., '" • ,;. • • ,.. • • ..• ~ "•• • •••• •• 
(J) G(s) = 
.-:·t 
2 hs · 2 . · .. , . 
s + de + 1 
. . . ' . . .. . .. ' . . - . , . .. - ' . - . ' ......... ' . ~ ... - . -.... ' .. ·•. ' . ' .. - . . -- .. ~ . ' ... , . . - --~. ~ .. ' - -. - .. - ' ... ' . ' . - ....... - ' - .. - ' ... - . ' . ' . , ..... ' 
t. 
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·ln ~this ease K must 
"lr" 
always· ·be larger than 7---so again··1t·ts .. p·o·astble·to 
selec.t the sum to yield the correct ratio. 
·{"' 
In both of ,these last two 
exact component values. 
/· 
:. ·•.: .. 
:,.,t' 
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APPENDIX I I 
-.~·----··-~--·-,:.:--,k'··,.·· .•. i ..,,.___. ·-:, '• 
•• ,,, 1 •/\, 
The design p~ocedure for realizing· the transfer function 
G(s) 
-
I ; hs2 ·.t-,. 
S2 + 1.414 + 1 . . ...-~ s -· 
is shown here.'· The first case is an arbitrarily chosen I and the second 






























.... I .-.... , "' ·---:.~-~".L ... : , .. ~·. .. . .. ···--
(1) Select B : 3/2 1 (using Form VIII. Table II) 
·) 
' 
· ·1m1n . ···-~-
The range of values for IC -is 4 to oa. Therefore, a&bi traril7 chosing 
4 we have· t .. ~ . 
. -
. 
- -- - - - - - . --- --- _____ .._ .. --- -----------,------ - - ---------·-·-- --------- ·-·-
.. -_, ,i 
l ~ --y1 - 4( 1 + K) I 
· d2(1 + K) 
_.;,: .. 
. -:: 
: · .. / 
!': 
. .. ·' 
•, _. ,· . :._,_ ... 
••• 0-. 
...·>,-- }·: .,./1~ ... \~" 11 
• • • • ":L / • •• ; '\"1 
-
Let C = 1/2· 
. L .... , · .. and c2 = 1/3 
·:····.··-···: '~- ........... _.·.·.--.......... -... ,., ··:···,.-····, , . .,. '•·····.··:······-·::·········:·:-:.··--;··:·<-•.:···"·····-·-... , ... . 
' ) ' 
( • C 
Cf. 
. ~·~ '( 
-~r· Then 
. . . 
.•• ' __ _,..-,-.... . . ..... -. . .. 7' .,.... .. .. - . -~ .... •' . .. • . ... "" ....... ., .. ~ - ~ .. '• ..... -
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From the additional condition that 
l 
.;. ·,.•. ;·-:.· 
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Solving simultaneously 
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!he final values both actual and normalized are shown below. !he 
~ 
actual is based on We,= 5000 radius/second and an impedance level of 
' 
J 




. ·, '• . \; .... ,. . . 'l . 
. , .... ,,, .. --·-·- .. ... .) .... . 
NORMALIZED 
. 4.020 
4.230 . ··2540 
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' ·. 
For completeness, the results of the design of the NIC circuit, 
using Linvill Is method and Horowitz I optimum pole locations, are 
incl·u.ded. · 
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APPENDIX III 
derived in this work, the partial deri via ti ve of G( s) (Equation 1) 
- ····--- ;·<!. .... ·-·-· -- --·. ··-- - -·· --- - - --· 
with respect to K is multiplied by Kand divided by G(s). The absolute 
/ 
value of this equation is then foUDd and the result is shown in 
Equation 2. 
~fhe ··sensi·ti vi·ty for the Linv111-Horow1 tz fi.1 ter is derived in -a ~ 
•: .. ~ ..... 
. ', 
similar manner using the_followtng equation f9r the transfer function. 
G(s) 
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